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Nature dating at Go green nursery, Panvel (4th August, 2012) :
The WNC members started their events with their visit to Go Green Nursery and
Yusuf Meherally Center at Panvel. The place took us to an unexplored land of
nature and sustainable agriculture and eco friendly cottage industries. It was a
superb trip for the 30 students and 3 professors, who got a new dimension of
looking at nature and environment.
Edit-IT (8th September, 2012) :
The club came up with it's new event of “EDIT-IT” based on the concept of photoediting. It was organised by the wildlife photography department of the club, in the
IT lab, wherein the students were given some pictures and they had to prepare a
poster on the theme “Save Indian Wildlife”. All the participants made really
beautifully edited posters which were beautiful and touching. The prizes were
distributed by Prof. Shailendra Pathare and Prof. Chetan Gherwada.
Brainiac(8th September, 2012):
The club organised Brianiac, an event based on quiz. It consisted of themes like
environment, current affairs, mathematics and general knowledge. There were 2
rounds where the participants really had their brains racking while the event. The
prizes were given by Prof. Kusum Mahadik.
Documentaries screening(3rd December, 2012-8th December, 2012):
The members conducted documentaries screening on the theme of electronic waste
and condition of e-waste disposal in India. These documentaries were shown in the

FYJC classes during their EVS lectures. The students got to know about the
various effects of e-waste on their health as well as their immediate environment.
WNC's E-Bindrive(10th December, 2012-13 December, 2012):
The club, in association with E-Incarnation, an organisation that deals with ecofriendly management of ewaste, conducted an e-waste drive. An e-bin was placed
in the old canteen area and all kind of electronic waste was disposed off in the bin.
Students and teachers collectively came together and put the waste. The e-bin
eventually got filled, making the drive a huge success.
Strike-Out (13th December, 2012):
The club organised their gaming event, Strike-Out which was based on the games
of Bingo and Housie, with a twist of environment to it. The students had fun while
playing this game. The prize winners were honoured by Prof. Chetan Gherwada
and Prof. Manisha Raval.
Treasure Hunt (13th December. 2012):
The club organised an outdoor treasure hunt, where participants in team of 2, were
given clues which they had to crack and reach the ultimate treasure i.e. the college.
It was a very exciting event and all the teams had fun while cracking the clues and
solving riddles. The prizes were given by Prof. SakshiParab. The club also put up a
stall on Carnival Day wherein the club organised events like 7-Up…7-Down and
Tod-Fod. The club also spread awareness regarding electronic waste among the
students as well as the teachers who came to visit the various stalls.

